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Titanium diboride (TiB
2
) based nanostructured coatings up to 2.65 µm thick were deposited on

high-speed steel by using magnetron sputtering technique. In order to achieve an extra hard and

tough coating, effects of substrate rotation during deposition were thoroughly studied. X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) were used to examine the

phase and structure, respectively. Nanoindentation and microscratch test were conducted for

mechanical characterisation and coating adhesion examination, respectively. It was found that without

substrate rotation, the adhesion, hardness and modulus have been improved tremendously due to the

enhancement of coating thickness, the promotion of the (001) orientation, the decrease of average

grain size, and the increase in coating density.

Keywords : Titanium Diboride / Magnetron Sputtering / Hardness / Adhesion / Nanoindentation
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1. Introduction

Hard coatings have been playing an important role for wear-resistance, tribological and armor-

barrier applications because they show the promising and extraordinary performance to resist wear,

as well as withstand severe impact and high pressure. Generally, TiB
2 
based coating is one of the

most widely studied as a hard material, which is able to apply for wear resistant application

particularly under condition of high temperature (due to its low thermal expansion coefficient) [1].

However, a high hardness seems not to be enough for wear resistant application, as it is well known

that the wear resistance is influenced by many other factors such as, coating thickness, friction

coefficient, coating adhesion strength, toughness, etc. Unfortunately, the fact is that pure TiB
2

coatings are very brittle for direct use as a wear-resistant coating and the adhesion of TiB
2 
coatings

to substrate is rather poor.

Recently, many attempts have been studied for improving both adhesion and mechanical

properties of coating, for example introducing sputter cleaning [2-4], applying substrate bias during

deposition [5-7] and including deposition at a higher chamber pressure [3]. There is convincing that

hardness and modulus were significantly increased when substrate bias (substrate plasma cleaning)

is introduced before deposition. This improvement is explained by the beneficial enhancement of

interface cleaning by removing oxides and residual contaminants at the substrate surface, which

resulted in increasing coatingûs capability to distribute stress without brittle fracture during impact

mechanism. However, at a fixed power, too much substrate cleaning power is shown to decrease the

hardness and adhesion because the impurities from the deposition chamber may be sputtered and

then deposited onto the substrate surface [8].  Although applying substrate bias during deposition

helps to improve adhesion and mechanical properties due to increase of adatom mobility and ion

bombardment, it may cause a residual stress at the interfacial area, which impairs the adhesion and

mechanical properties.

At a low chamber pressure, it is easy to promote the collision of ions at the substrate surface,

which conducts to a higher residual stress. Increasing the chamber pressure decreases the mean free

path of the ions moving from the target to the substrate surface, where deposition occurs [3].

However, it is not easy to find an appropriate chamber pressure for a certain deposition. Another

candidate method to improve coating properties is to control the deposition process by focusing on

substrate rotation effect. In the case of having substrate rotation, generally during deposition the

substrate is rotated to be near and far away from target. It is well-known that the sputtering rate

decreases as the distance from the target increases. This indicates that the highest rate of sputtering

occurs at the fixed position where the substrate is nearest to the target; and fixing the substrate
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during deposition at this stationary point may be most beneficial to enhancing the coating properties.

In addition, since the sputtering yield is very sensitive to the angle of incidence of the bombarding ion,

the nearest to target which the angle is mostly 90°, may provide the most effective deposition.

In this study, in order to study in the effect of substrate rotation specifically, it is noted that

there is no substrate cleaning and bias applied before and during deposition. The effect of substrate

rotation is an only choice to investigate for enhancing coating adhesion as well as mechanical

properties. It was found that without substrate rotation, the coating thickness is increased and the

adhesion and mechanical properties, such as hardness and modulus have been improved

tremendously.

2. Experiment

In this study, high-speed steel, HSS, (SECO WKE45, Sweden) with fully hardened and

tempered condition was chosen as a substrate. HSS was cut into 12 mm × 12 mm × 3 mm pieces.

The surface of specimen was prepared by grinding and polishing and then ultrasonic cleaning by

acetone and ethanol respectively, before charging into the deposition chamber. Before deposition, all

target were sputtered for cleaning for 20 min. A thin (about 50 nm) pure Ti interlayer was deposited

first in all cases, by sputtering the Ti target for 10 minutes with a DC power of 200 W. This was

followed by sputtering of the two TiB
2 
targets for 3 hours with a rf power of 200 W for both sample

1 (substrate rotation) and sample 2 (no substrate rotation). The coating parameters are given in Table

1 and the deposition set up is schematically shown in Fig. 1.

The phase composition of the resultant coatings was examined by Rigagu X-ray diffractometer

with Cu-Kα radiation. Crystallographic phases were analysed by comparing the experimental diffrac-

tion patterns with the standard JCPDS data. The morphology of surfaces and fractured cross-

sections of the coatings were imaged using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM),

Jeol JSM 6340F. A tungsten tip was heated and a 5 kV accelerating voltage was applied to release

electrons in the SEM measurements. The emission current was 12 mA during operating and the

working distance was†about 8 mm. Coating thickness was examined by ball crater (Calotest). A

stainless steel ball of 24.5 mm diameter was used for cratering with speed of 500 rpm for 240 s.
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Nanoindentation test was performed using the NanoTestTM (Micro Materials Limited, UK), with

a Berkovich diamond indenter. All experiments were performed at a constant loading and unloading

rate of 0.05 mN/s and to a penetration depth from 25 to 500 nm. The unloading curves were used to

derive the hardness and reduced modulus values by the analytical technique developed by Oliver and

Pharr [9].

Fig. 1  The deposition set up in this study.

Table 1  Deposition conditions.

Substrate temperature 400 °C

Substrate-to-target distance

TiB
2
 Target 6 cm

Ti Target 10 cm

Gas Ar

Total gas flow rate 20 sccm

Base pressure 5×10-4 Pa

Sputtering pressure 0.65 Pa

Substrate holder 2 rpm for sample 1 & stationary for sample 2

DC sputtering power 200 W

RF sputtering power 200 W

Deposition time 3 hours

The scratch tracks and EDS mapping were investigated by SEM.

R.F. D.C. R.F.

TiB
2

Ti TiB
2

Substrate

Substrate holder

Vacuum

To bias power

Ar gas inlet
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The micro-scratch test was performed using the multipass wear test mode available in the

NanoTestTM device with an indenter topped with a conical with spherical end form of 25 µm in radius.

The stylus was tangentially moved to the surface at a speed 5 µm/s over a length of 2,500 µm. After

an initial 300 µm pre-scan under a small load of 0.25 mN, testing load was applied to the indenter

with a linearly increasing load of 5 mN/s. For each scratch test, a set of surface profile along the track

was measured i.e. firstly, the track profile before scratch (BS) by measuring the surface profile across

full length of measured distance (2,500 µm) with the small load of 0.25 mN, secondly, during scratch

(DS) by measuring the surface profile after BS step with increasing load after pre-scan length, and

lastly, after scratch (AS) by measuring the surface profile track after DS step. Furthermore, the

difference between BS and DS indicates the total scratch depth including elastic-plastic deformation

and surface damage during scratch process [10]. The difference between BS and AS represents the

depth of the scratch groove remaining on the sample surface after scratch tests. The critical load for

coating failure (Lc), coatings adhesion strength, coefficient of friction and variation of properties with

depth can be determined under micro-scratch test.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Structural characterization of resultant coatings
Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of sample 1 and sample 2. XRD reveals broad peaks with

a hexagonal structure. The broadness of the peaks indicates the nanocrystalline nature of the coating

structure, as further confirmed by FESEM. From Fig. 2, it is noticed that sample 1 shows four broad

peaks of (001), (100), (101) and (111) planes, which is typical achieving in TiB
2
 deposition. Further-

more, it is noted that with deposition of TiB
2 
without substrate rotation (sample 2), the intensity of

peak (001) increases greatly and the intensity of peak (111) also increases, whilst the intensity of peak

(100) and (101) decrease until almost disappeared. This may account for the observed increase in

hardness because it is a well-known fact that TiB
2
 coatings with (001) orientation yield the highest

hardness as compared with TiB
2
 coatings with other orientations [11]. Since the (001) orientation is

known to yield the highest hardness, the hardness of sample 2 is expected to be higher than sample

1, as confirmed by nanoindentation test discussed later.
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The morphology and cross-section of both coating surfaces was examined under FESEM

as shown in Fig. 3. Many grains have well-defined boundaries with the others as a rounded shape.

Some porosity could be observed at grain boundaries. It also can be seen that the size of the grains

is in nanometer scale, typically less than 20 nm in all dimensions (Fig. 3(a)). In addition, it can be seen

that the surface roughness is not smooth due to the difference ion incidence angle during deposition

of rotated sample. Some grains are bigger than others, which cause the heterogeneous properties for

this sample due to the random deposition resulted in random orientation, as confirmed in Fig. 2

(sample 1).     Sample 1 exhibit a columnar structure in the cross section (Fig. 3(b)).

For sample 2, the size of the grains also is in nanometer scale, typically also less than 20

nm in all dimensions, which are less porous and thus indicates improvement in film quality by the

absence of substrate rotation during deposition ((Fig. 3(e)). It is noted that a dense coating texture

(Fig. 3 (d)) was developed instead of a columnar structure. In addition, it can be seen that the surface

roughness is much smoother due to the minimum of difference ion incidence angle during deposition

of this sample. The ion incidence angle was manipulated to be controlled since the sputtering yield is

very sensitive to the angle of incidence of the bombarding ion, at the nearest to target should provide

the angle mostly near to 90o, which may provide the most effective deposition and most ordering

atom arrangement. For this reason, the preferred (001) orientation is possibly promoted significantly,

as shown in Fig. 2 (sample 2).

Fig. 2  XRD patterns of TiB
2
 coatings.
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3.2 Nanoindentation test
Ball crater reveals the coating thickness as shown in Table 2. It is noted that without

substrate rotation, the coating thickness is increased from 1,350 nm to 2,650 nm. It indicates that the

absence of substrate rotation at the fixed point nearest to the target can help to increase the coating

thickness tremendously; in this work the increment is double.

Fig. 3  FESEM images showing the surface morphology of sample 1 (a & b)

and sample 2 (c & d).

In order to assess the intrinsic mechanical properties of the coatings i.e. hardness and

modulus, all specimens were tested at 90 nm penetration depth (less than 10% of coating thickness)

in order to avoid the effect from substrate during indentation process. The hardness and modulus

values measured by nanoindentation of sample 1 and sample 2 are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2  Properties of resultant coatings.

Sample 1 Rotated 1.35 25.3 ± 1.8 247.1 ± 14.6 528.3 135.6

Sample 2 Fixed 2.65 45.2 ± 1.2 368.2 ± 8.2 †2,153.6 920.4

Materials Substrate  Coating Hardness Reduced Critical load Yield load
rotation thickness (GPa) modulus Lc (mN) L

Y
 (mN)

(micron) (GPa) † †
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Fig. 4 shows the load-displacement curves extracted at the penetration depth of 90 nm.

The responses are typical of a hard material. For both samples, the loading curve is approximately

parabolic as well as unloading one. This indicates that the elastic strains during indentation are large

compared with the plastic strains which resulted in a good elastic recovery, in particular sample 2 (no

substrate rotation), which shows the higher hardness and modulus.

Fig. 4  Load-displacement curves extracted

at the penetration depth of 90 nm.

Fig. 5 shows the results of hardness and reduced modulus measurements at various

penetrations depth from 25 nm to 500 nm. It can be seen that at small penetration depths, the

hardness tends towards a value of about 28 Gpa and 45 Gpa for sample 1 and sample 2, respectively

(presumably the intrinsic hardness of coatings). However, at larger depths, the hardness decreases

significantly, consistent with a substrate hardness of 12 Gpa, which is considered a soft substrate

compared to its coating.

This genuinely indicates the effect of substrate at a certain penetration depth. It is noted

that the hardness of sample 2 (without substrate rotation) tends to have a stable hardness value

(about 45 GPa) due to the thicker coating compared with sample 1. For sample 1, the hardness drops

until the penetration depth reaches about 375 nm due to the substrate effect for the coating system.

This may be able to estimate the coating thickness by nanoindentation measurement since the

substrate could influence the coating hardness at 10% of coating thickness for the hard coating.

Reduced modulus also shows a same trend as hardness.
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3.3 Microscratch test
Fig. 6 shows the microscratch curves with linearly increasing load of sample 2 (no

substrate rotation). It can be seen that DS profile during scratch increases linearly with increasing

load. The profiles in Fig. 6 can be divided into three regions. Firstly, the region from A to B demon-

strates the pre-scan (300 mm) under the small load of 0.25 mN, where no scratch damage taken

place, since BS, DS and AS have the same profile. Secondly, in the region from B to C, DS profile

increases approximately linearly with increasing load. However, there is no plastic deformation or

material loss in this period, which is shown by the elastic recovery of TiB
2
 coating represented by AS

and BS having the same profile.

It is noted that after point C, plastic deformation or material loss starts. In addition, the

load at point C is crucial because it is a maximum load which coatings could be elastically recovered,

which is called çyield load (L
Y
)é.

Fig. 5  Hardness and reduced modulus of resultant coatings

at various penetration depths.
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Fig. 6  Microscratch curves of deposited TiB
2
 on sample 2.

As expected, it is noted that the distance of BC of sample 2 is much longer than sample

1 (not shown), which resulted from the increase of the yield load (L
Y
). It indicates that deposition

without substrate rotation enhances the coating strength, which resulted in coating elastic recovery.

The L
Y
 values for both samples 1 and 2 are listed in Table 2. From Table 2, it is noted that deposition

without substrate rotation shows the increment of L
Y
 values tremendously. It implies that deposition

without substrate rotation helps significantly to extend the limitation of elastic recovery, which re-

sulted in improving coating adhesion strength.  It is noticed that there is no fluctuation in all profiles

for sample 1 which indicates that there is no critical load point or materials lost at sliding distance

1,300 micron.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the typical scratch friction force curves with linearly increasing load

(maximum load is 2,500 mN) for a TiB
2
 coating of sample 1 (substrate rotation) and sample 2 (no

substrate rotation). For sample 1 (substrate rotation), it can be seen that the polishing stage by the

indenter is short (Lc = 528.3 mN), whilst the coating break-down or scratching the substrate is long

until reaching the complete coating removal point (at 2,500 micron).
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On the other hand, sample 2 (no substrate rotation) shows a much longer polishing stage

at Lc of 2,153.6 mN. Indeed, this indicates the strength of deposition without substrate rotation,

resulted in a thicker coating and denser coating texture, which is beneficial to a better coating

adhesion and is more suitable for use in tribological applications. The Lc values for both samples 1

and 2 are also listed in Table 2. It can be seen that Lc could be enhanced by deposition without

substrate rotation as expected due to the significant increment of L
Y
.

3.4 SEM and EDS
In order to confirm the result of scratch test, SEM images and EDS mapping images of

the scratch track were acquired. SEM and mapping images reveal the adhesive failure behaviour of

the coatings at the critical load (Lc).

SEM reveals a typical scratch behaviour of TiB
2
 coating (sample 1) (Fig. 8 (a)). The

behaviour is consistent with poor adhesion due to weak interface bonding. It is obvious that the

critical load (Lc) value is low (528.3 mN) and a massive coating delaminated along edges, which

multiple coating cracking and chipping within scratch track can be observed after the Lc. In order to

verify that the coating was removed from the substrate after the Lc, EDS mapping was used to

identify the scratch marks quantitatively. Fig. 8 (b) shows the typical mapping, which can identify

titanium (Ti), represented by white dots. It is noted that there is no Ti at the scratch track after Lc,

which means there is no more coating at the scratch track after Lc as well. Fig. 8 (c) also proves that

after Lc, HSS substrate representative by Fe can be found at the scratch track (white dot). From this

result, it is noted that after failure starts at Lc the coating will be removed permanently along the

scratch track.

Fig. 7  Friction force curves of deposited TiB
2
 coating

under linearly increasing load.
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Fig. 8  (a) SEM of damage region and (b) & (c) EDS of

the damage area illustrating sample 1.

For sample 2, without substrate rotation, Fig. 9 (a) shows that the coating is not

completely removed until the critical load, and it is obvious that the critical load value is high (2,153.6

mN). In order to confirm that the coating was removed from the substrate, EDS mapping shows the

distribution of Ti (the white dots) in the scratch track and coating surface. Obviously, there is no

remaining Ti in the scratch track after a certain critical scratch load, which means that the coating was

already removed. Fig. 9 (c) also proves that after Lc, Fe can be found at the scratch track (white dot),

which Fe is representative HSS substrate. Furthermore, it is noted that the scratch width at the Lc is

around 10 micron for sample 1 and around 35 micron for sample 2.

In order to identify the failure modes of the coatings, it was found that compressive

spallation occurs in sample 1 and sample 2. However, Fig. 9 (a) shows that some parts of coating still

remain at the side of the scratch track, which indicates the improvement of coating adhesion strength

in sample 2.  This indicates that the coating strength can be improved by deposition without rotating

the substrate.

(a)

(b) (c)

FeTi

Failure starts at
528.3 mN
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Fig. 9  (a) SEM of damage region and (b) & (c) EDS of

the damage area illustrating sample 2.

4. Conclusions

(1) It was found that without substrate rotation, the adhesion, hardness and modulus have

been improved tremendously due to the increase of coating thickness and the promotion of the (001)

orientation.

(2) Under stationary deposition, a dense coating texture was developed instead of a columnar

structure.
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